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Abstract. Data encryption scheme has been used widely in network communication. It
mainly contains two encryption schemes: symmetric key encryption and asymmetric key
encryption. Symmetric key encryption has the fast encryption character, while it cannot
transmit key in unsafe channel due to the same encryption key and decryption key. On
the contrary, asymmetric key encryption has the different encryption key and decryption
key. But its encryption speed is too slow. Especially, the above schemes cannot effectively
conduct secure password authentication and password update under unstable network environment when user logins remote management. To solve this question, we propose a
mixed symmetric key and elliptic curve encryption scheme for password authentication
and update. Our new scheme is composed of four stages: registration, password authentication, password update and session key distribution. In addition, it provides defence
to answer various attack such as password guessing attack, server spoofing attack, data
eavesdropping and replay attack. What’s more, the new method generates a common
symmetric key encryption, which needs less convergence time than traditional asymmetric key encryption. Finally, we give the performance and efficiency analysis for this new
scheme. Also there are comparison experiments with the latest encryption schemes to
demonstrate the effectiveness of our new method.
Keywords: Symmetric key encryption, Asymmetric key encryption, Secure password
authentication, Password update, Elliptic curve encryption

1. Introduction. Network is used for users to acquire various online services. However,
lots of network systems are easily attacked by virous Hackers under this open environment. Therefore, secure password authentication and update[1-5] is introduced which
can make server distinguish user in the unsafe communication channel. But it runs into
many attack challenges. How to design a safe and effective password authentication and
update scheme is an urgent problem. So many schemes are proposed by researchers. Islam [6] designed a dynamic identity-based three-factor password authentication scheme
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using extended chaotic map in the random oracle model. The proposed scheme was provably secure based on the intractability assumption of chaotic map-based DiffieCHellman
problem. Chen et al.[7] proposed a generic framework for designing four-party passwordbased authenticated key exchange (4PAKE) protocols. This new framework took a different approach from previous work, where the users were not required to have public
key certificates, but they simply reused their login passwords, which they shared with
their respective domain authentication servers. Meanwhile, the authentication servers,
assumed to be part of a standard PKI, acted as ephemeral CAs that certified some key
materials that the users could subsequently use to exchange and agree on as a session
key. Moreover, he adopted a compositional approach. That is, by treating any secure
two party password-based key exchange (2PAKE) protocol and two-party asymmetrickey/symmetric-key-based key exchange (2A/SAKE) protocol as black boxes, he combined
them to obtain generic and provably secure 4PAKE protocols. Yin[8] presented a new certificateless aggregate signcryption(NCAS) scheme based on Exclusive OR(XOR). NCAS
improved computation efficiency by reducing the computation number of bilinear pairings. Tang[9] proposed a public key scheme to defence password guessing attack, server
spoofing attack, data eavesdropping etc. Yoon E J[10] presented an improved public key
scheme to prevent from some weaknesses (i.e. replay attack, DoS attack) and distribute private key between user and server. However, the disadvantages in[10] are obvious.
1) Attacker steals password validator from the database of server and uses the offline
guessing attack to acquire the correct password. 2) Attacker may use the same password
and identifier to visit other servers, and begin internal attack by the user’s password. 3)
Attackers can use the server private key to decrypt data and get the original password of
user. Then they directly start to imitation attack. 4) Attackers acquire the same ¡identifier, password¿ pair, then they can login server and have access to one account. Zhu[11]
stated a new robust biometrics-based one-time identity-password (OTIP) authenticated
key agreement protocol. Yie and Liu[12] proposed a new Map-Reduce model with kmeans clustering of differential privacy protection, which adopted distributed computing
functions provided by MapReduce model to improve clustering analysis efficiency in social network privacy protection. Mun[13] presented a new enhanced scheme that uses
Elliptic Curve DiffieCHellman (ECDH) to overcome disadvantage with failing to achieve
anonymity and perfect forward secrecy, and disclosing of legitimate user’s password and
improve performance.
The weakness of above schemes can be summarized as :
• Cannot defend data eavesdropping attack.
• Lack key distribution mechanism.
• User cannot freely select or set password.
• Remote authentication fails, because it is difficult to remember long-bit distance.
• It easily suffers from offline guessing attack with a short password.
Therefore, we propose a mixed symmetric key and elliptic curve encryption scheme for
password authentication and update in this paper. New scheme combines the advantage of
symmetric key and elliptic curve encryption. It can realize the mutual authentication and
ensure forward, backward security. In addition, it defends various attack such as password
guessing attack, internal attack, fake attack, server spoofing attack, data eavesdropping
and replay attack. The followings are the structures of this paper. In section2, we give
some preliminaries. Section3 detailed introduces the mixed symmetric key and elliptic
curve encryption scheme. We give the security analysis and performance analysis in
section4 and section5. There is a conclusion in section6.
2. Preliminaries.
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2.1. Ellipse curve cryptography. In this paper, our scheme is based on ellipse curve
group[14-16], and its security is based on computational Diffie-Hellman problem.
Supposing that Fp is a p element finite field. There are two elements a and b in Fp
satisfying discriminant ∆ = 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0. So ellipse curve can be written as E(Fp )
and it denotes the set of all the points (x, y) and infinity point O meeting Weierstrass
equation y 2 = x3 +ax+b. Namely E(Fp ) = ((x, y)|x, y ∈ Fp and y 2 = x3 + ax + b)∪O.
Obviously, all the points in ellipse curve E(Fp ) consist of commutative group.
2.2. Symmetric key encryption. As we all know, symmetric key algorithm encrypt[1718] and decrypt data using a single key. As shown in Figure1, the key and the plaintext
message are passed to the encryption algorithm, generating a ciphertext. The result can
be sent across an insecure medium, allowing only a recipient who has the original key to
decrypt the message, which is done by passing the ciphertext and the key to a decryption
algorithm. Obviously, the key must remain secret for this scheme to be effective.

Figure 1. Symmetric key encryption
3. Mixed symmetric key and elliptic curve encryption scheme. In this paper, we
use some symbols as in table1. New scheme includes four aspects: registration, password
Table 1. Parameters
Symbol
Explanation
IDA
Identifier of user A
pwA
Password of A
ds
Private key of server S
Us = ds · G
Public key of server S
UA = pwA · G
Password validator of user A
Private key calculated by K = pwA · Us = (Kx , Ky )
Ks
G
Base point of n − order elliptic curve group, meet n · G = 0
H(·)
Anti-Collision one-way secure hash function
rA and rs
user and server randomly select number from [1, n − 1]
+ and −
Addition and subtraction of Elliptic curve points
authentication, password update and session key distribution. Then we detailed introduce
them respectively as follows.
1. Registration stage. First, user A must use identifier IDA and password validator
UA to register in server S. And A can get public key of server S. Then server
storages identifier and password validator of each legal user and writes the state-bit
of protection files. Where state-bit indicates the state of user(i.e. when user logins
the server, it set the position of state-bit as 1. Otherwise, it is 0.). Table2 is the
verification table.
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Table 2. Verification table
Identifier Password validator State-bit Identifier Password validator State-bit
IDA
UA = pwA · G
0/1
IDC
UC = pwC · G
0/1
···
···
···
IDB
UB = pwB · G
0/1
2. Password authentication stage. This stage contains four steps.
• From agent interface to server IDA , EKx (IDA , RA , WA ). User A puts the identifier IDA and password pwA into terminal services. User randomly selects a
number rA from [1, n − 1]. Compute RA = rA · US and WA = (rA · pwA ) · G. Then
user uses symmetric key Kx to encrypt (IDA , RA , WA ) and sends it to server.
Encryption key Kx is the x-coordinate of K = pwA ·Us = pwA ·dS ·G = (Kx , Ky ).
• From server to user (WA + WS ), H(WS ). Server uses K = dS · UA = pwA ·
ds · G = (Kx , Ky ) to calculate decryption key Kx . Then server uses Kx to
decrypt EKx (IDA , RA , WA ). Server will compare the decrypted IDA , ê(RA , UA )
to acquired IDA , ê(WA , US ). If the results meet all conditions, then server will
randomly select a number rS and compute WS = rS · US = rS · dS · G. (WA +
WS ), H(WS ) will be sent to user.
• From agent interface to server IDA , H(WA , WS ). User uses (WA , WS ) to subtract
WA and gets WS . If WS = H(WS ), user executes the hash operation H(WA , WS )
and sends it to server.
• From server to user(we use symmetric key to encrypt the data): Access authorization or rejected. Server extracts hash value of WS and WA in step2. Compare
it to acquired H(WA , WS ). If all the conditions meet requirement, it allows user
to login.
3. Password update stage (Assuming that old password pwA is absolute security).
• From agent interface to server IDA , EKx (IDA , RA , WA ).
• From server to user (WA + WS ), H(WS ).
• From agent interface to server IDA , H(WA , WS ), WA + UA0 , H(WS , UA0 ).
• From server to user: Password update authorization or rejected.
0
, then user needs to calculate
If user wants to modify the password pwA as pwA
0
0
corresponding password validator UA = pwA · G. In step3, if password authorization
H(WA , WS ) is verified, then server uses WA + UA0 to subtract WA and gets new
password validator UA0 . If hash value of (WS , UA0 ) is equal to H(WS , UA0 ). Then UA
will be replaced by UA0 .
4. Session key distribution stage.
• From agent interface to server IDA , EKx (IDA , RA , WA ).
• From server to user (WA + WS ), H(WS ).
• From agent interface to server IDA , H(WA , WS ).
• From server to user: Session key distribution authorization or rejected.
In this protocol, user and server select a random number rA and rS from [1, n − 1]
respectively. User computes the final session key and server calculates SK = (rS ·
dS ) · WA = rA · rS · pwA · dS · G.
3.1. Correctness of new scheme. Our scheme follows the bilinear pairings rule, which
guarantees the correctness of new scheme. To proof ê(RA , UA ) = ê(WA , US ),
ê(RA , UA ) = ê(rA · dS · G, pwA · G) = ê(G, G)rA pwA dS .

(1)

ê(WA , US ) = ê(rA · pwA · G, dS · G) = ê(G, G)rA pwA dS .

(2)

Therefore, ê(RA , UA ) = ê(WA , US ).
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4. Security analysis. In this section, we analyze the security of new scheme. New
scheme can defend various known password attacks and provide many security attributes.
1. Replay attack. Replay attack can be defined that attacker masquerades legal user to
attack network through repeated using acquired information in previous protocol. In
protocol, it encrypts WA by symmetric key Kx . Only server and legal user can calculate it. If attacker wants to reuse old session information (IDA , EKS (IDA , RA , WA ))
to masquerade a legal user, but he cannot acquire WA and WS and compute symmetry key K = pwA · US = dS · UA = (Kx , Ky ). Because the key can be calculated
from private key dS of server, password validator UA of user, user password pwA
and public key US of server. If attacker offers wrong information H(WA∗ , WS∗ ), then
server can detect the information by comparing to H(WA , WS ). Therefore, this new
scheme can defend the replay attack.
2. Password guessing attack. Password guessing attack is an important problem in
the remote user authentication scheme based on password access. In fact, user
always uses the low intensity password which is easily remembered. Low intensity
password is usually cracked by attacker. So attacker can masquerade a legal user. In
the proposed protocol, server uses write-protected file to storage password validator
UA = pwA · G. Attacker cannot get password pwA from UA . Therefore, this new
scheme can defend the password guessing attack.
3. Imitation attack. Assuming that attacker makes a try to masquerade server to
change the session key of legal user. Before intercepting data, attacker would run
protocol message EKx (IDA , RA , WA ). But attacker cannot acquire WA from message,
in that (IDA , RA , WA ) is only encrypted by symmetric key Kx only known by user
and server. Then attacker uses the wrong message (WA∗ + WS∗ , H(WS∗ )) (where WA∗
and WS∗ are randomly selected by attacker.) to respond to user. After receiving
message (WA∗ +WS∗ , H(WS∗ )), users compare the H(WA∗ +WS∗ −WA ) with H(WS∗ ), the
comparison result is inequality. Therefore, user stops the key distribution protocol.
This new scheme can defend the imitation attack.
4. Attack of denial service. When user logins the account,he inputs wrong password.
If the number of input password exceeds the limit value, then the server closes system logon session. However, account still can continuely arise login request until
user provides correct password. In the process of password changing protocol, supposing that attacker uses (IDA ), H(WA , WS ), X and H(WS , UA0 ) to replace (IDA ),
H(WA , WS ), WA + UA0 and H(WS , UA0 ) and sends it to server. Where X is the random elliptic curve point. After receiving (IDA ), H(WA , WS ), X and H(WS , UA0 ),
server computes X − WA and H(WS , X − WA ) and compares H(WS , X − WA ) with
acquired H(WS , UA0 ). But they are inequality. Therefore, server sends the wrong
message of denial password update to user. So the new scheme can detect attack of
denial service.
5. Multiple logged-in users. Assuming that several attackers have got the password pw
and login identifier IDA of user. In our scheme, only one attacker can login remote
server and server sets its state position as 1. If other attackers try to use the same
password and login identifier to login server at the same time, server will reject this
request due to it state.
6. Server spoofing attack. In this attack, attacker may be disguised as one server to
attain user’s password and server’s private key. Without K = pwA · US = dS · UA =
(Kx , Ky ) or password pwA , it cannot calculate symmetry key dS . In the first step of
password authentication protocol, attacker cannot decrypt IDA , EKx (IDA , RA , WA )
to get WA by using wrong key, so attacker will fail in third step. If attacker knows the
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WA accidentally, it still does not know the password due to the complex of ECDLP.
Therefore, our scheme can defend server spoofing attack.
7. Perfect forward secrecy. In perfect forward secrecy, if private key of server and
password of user are damaged, security of previous established session key should not
be affected. Assuming that attacker obtains pwA and dS , he can calculate K = pwA ·
US = dS · UA = (Kx , Ky ) and get WA and WS from message IDA , EKx (IDA , RA , WA )
and (WA + WS ), H(WS ) respectively. But attacker cannot obtain session key SK =
rA · rS · pwA · dS · G. In order to get key SK, attacker tries to directly calculate
(WA , WS ) = (rA · pwA · G, rS · dS · G). Due to the complex of DIffie-Hellman problem,
attacker cannot get SK. In other words, although current session key is leaked, it
depends on random number rA and rS , attacker cannot obtain old session key. So
our scheme provides perfect forward secrecy.
8. Internal attack. Attacker steals the password identifer from server’s verification
table. Internal privileged users in server use legal login request to access to other
server. Our scheme can maintain the password verification table including identifer
IDA and password identifer UA = pwA · G. Attacker cannot get pwA by computing.
So attacker cannot generate symmetry key Kx .
The internal privileged users can’t pretend to be legitimate users. Due to without
key Kx , privileged users are unable to authenticate identity through the remote
server. So internal attack is infeasible with our new scheme.
5. Performance analysis. In this paper, we make a comparison to elliptic curve cryptography(ECC)[19], cyclic elliptic curve points sequence(CECPS)[20], Elliptic Curve Cryptography with Symmetric Algorithm(ECCSA)[21] with our scheme(SKECE) to demonstrate the security of our new scheme as table3. A1 to A8 are the security attribute
descried in above section. Y denotes that scheme can prevent attack. N denotes that
scheme cannot prevent attack.
Table 3. Security comparison with different schemes
Scheme A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8
ECC
Y N N N Y N Y N
CECPS N Y N Y N Y Y N
ECCSA Y Y N Y Y N Y N
SKECE Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
From table3, we can know that the new scheme can prevent any attack. Table4 is
the comparison of calculation cost. In this paper, we compute total number of virtual
operating and virtual computing time for each scheme. An asymmetric operation calculation is equivalent to one point operation (namely, 103 symmetric operation and 104 Hash
operation). Setting one virtual operation is equivalent to one point operation (namely, 1
asymmetric=1 point=103 symmetric=103 virtual operation=104 Hash). So the executing
time for asymmetric operation, symmetric operation and Hash operation are 5 × 10−1 s,
5 × 10−4 s and 5 × 10−5 s respectively. One virtual operating is equivalent to symmetric
operation, so 1T = 5 × 10−4 s virtual computing time. Asymmetric operation and symmetric operation are used in ECC, CECPS, ECCSA, which increase the calculation cost.
But new scheme dose not use asymmetric operation and symmetric operation. Its virtual
operating time is very low. Where H denotes Hash operation number. XOR denotes
exclusive or operation number. S, A and P denote the asymmetric operation number,
symmetric operation number and point operation number respectively.
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Table 4. Calculation cost comparison with different schemes
Scheme Total number of operation
ECC
12H+7XOR+3S+4P
10H+5XOR+4S+5A
CECPS
ECCSA
12H+7XOR+4S+5A
17H+8XOR+3P
SKECE

virtual operating time
2.0014
2.0621
2.3452
2.0003

6. Conclusions. In this paper, we propose a mixed symmetric key and elliptic curve
encryption scheme for password authentication and update. This new scheme can effectively solve the imitate attack and clock synchronization etc. It can generate symmetric
key and make reliable message exchange, in addition, it has low calculation cost. In the
future, we will further improve the security of our scheme and reduce the calculation cost.
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